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Abstract: Collagen fibrils, and consequently load-bearing collagenous tissues, gain mechanical
competence through enzymatic intermolecular crosslinking. The collagen crosslinking profiles of
musculoskeletal tissues appear to be carefully regulated according to functional requirements.
Even between different anatomical instances of the same tissue type, significant variations are
seen. In low stress tissues, such as digital extensor tendon, excessive loading can cause
significant sliding between collagen molecules within fibrils, leading to permanent structural
damage that must be repaired through cellular remodeling. Meanwhile, the collagen fibrils of
high stress tissues, such as the patellar tendon, develop collagen crosslinking profiles that are
able to effectively resist excessive intermolecular sliding when loaded at physiologically relevant
rates. While nanoscale plasticity in low stress tissues appears to be effective in increasing tissue
toughness and resistance to rupture during overload, the increased crosslinking density in high
stress tissues appears necessary for resisting a lifetime of repeated loading with little reparative
remodeling.
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